
 

Warming decimates Antarctica's emperor
penguin chicks
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Emperor penguin chicks in four colonies saw "catastrophic" breeding failures in
2022.

Helpless emperor penguin chicks perished at multiple breeding grounds
in West Antarctica late last year, drowning or freezing to death when sea
ice eroded by global warming gave way under their tiny feet, scientists
said Thursday.
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Of five sites monitored in the Bellingshausen Sea region, all but one
experienced a 100 percent loss of chicks, they reported in 
Communications Earth & Environment, a Nature journal.

They called it a "catastrophic breeding failure".

"This is the first major breeding failure of emperor penguins across
several colonies due to sea ice loss, and is probably a sign of things to
come," lead author Peter Fretwell, a researcher at the British Antarctic
Survey, told AFP.

"We have been predicting it for some time, but actually seeing it
happening is grim."

Last year's southern hemisphere spring—from mid-September to mid-
December—saw record-low sea ice in the Southern Ocean, especially
along the west coast of the Antarctic Peninsula, a prime breeding ground
for the world's largest penguin species.

The precocious break-up of ice that forms over open water adjacent to
land proved fatal for thousands of hatchlings not yet mature enough to
cope with frigid ocean waters.

A baby emperor penguin emerges from an egg kept warm in winter by a
male, while the female in a breeding pair embarks on a two-month
fishing expedition. Upon returning to the colony, she feeds hatchlings by
regurgitating.
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Emperor penguin chicks, victims of the melting Antarctic sea ice.

To survive on their own, chicks must develop waterproof feathers, a
process known as fledging that typically starts in mid-December and
lasts a couple of weeks.

But the ice in Bellingshausen Sea colonies started to give way last year in
late November.

"The ice will break up, disintegrating or breaking into floes which float
away," Fretwell explained.

"Chicks that go into the water will likely drown, but even if they manage
to get back out they will probably freeze to death," he added.
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Penguin poo

"If they manage to stay on icebergs, we assume most of them will drift
away and starve as the parents will not be able to find them."

Emperor penguins have been known to find alternative sites in response
to unstable sea ice, but the accelerating impact of climate change in
Antarctica threatens to outpace their capacity to adapt.
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To survive on their own, chicks must develop waterproof feathers, a process
known as fledging.

"Such a strategy will not be possible if breeding habitat becomes
unstable at a regional level," the study concluded.

As with the polar bears at the other end of the planet, global warming
caused mainly by burning fossil fuels is the only factor threatening the
long-term viability of the iconic emperor penguin.

Other large animals facing extinction are primarily threatened by habitat
loss and over-exploitation.

Emperor penguins, aka Aptenodytes forsteri, number about a quarter of
a million breeding pairs, all in Antarctica, according to a 2020 study.

The Bellingshausen Sea colonies account for less than five percent of
that total.

"But overall, around 30 percent of colonies were affected by sea ice loss
last year, so there will be many more chicks who did not survive," said
Fretwell.

In mid-February, Antarctica's sea ice extent shrank to two million square
kilometers (nearly 800,000 square miles), about 30 percent below the
1981-2010 average.
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An iceberg near Antarctica.
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Antarctica's sea ice extent in 2022 was 30 percent below the 1981-2010 average.

The five colonies covered by the study—Rothschild Island, Verdi Inlet,
Smylet Island, Bryan Peninsula and Pfrogner Point—were all discovered
with medium resolution satellite imagery over the last 14 years, and their
populations were counted using high resolution imagery.
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The colonies are visible from space thanks to the distinctively pink-
brown hue of penguin poo, or guano, which covers a broad area over the
course of the nine months penguins are in residence, even if the colonies
themselves are not always visible.

Only Rothschild Island has been visited by scientists, and of the other
sites only Smylet Island has been seen by aerial survey.

Male and female emperor penguins are similar in plumage and size,
reaching a meter tall and weighing up to 20 kilos.

In the dead of winter, they huddle together to protect against wind chill,
taking turns using their bodies as shields.

  More information: Peter T. Fretwell, Record low 2022 Antarctic sea
ice led to catastrophic breeding failure of emperor penguins, 
Communications Earth & Environment (2023). DOI:
10.1038/s43247-023-00927-x. 
www.nature.com/articles/s43247-023-00927-x
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